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WildCRU Web Interface Test Report 
Nicholas Osner, 18 December 2019  

Over the period of the 26th and 27th of November, a test was conducted on the WildCRU web 
interface. The primary aim of this test was to compare the results obtained by the in-house tagging 
of a survey with those generated by an expert using the current methods. Additionally, a secondary 
aim was to determine how quickly we could perform the entire process from start to finish: copy the 
images from a portable hard drive to a server, process them, set up the interface, tag the survey, and 
peruse the results. Since Justin Seymour-Smith from WildCRU would be in the country to deliver 
new datsets over this period, the decision was taken to tag one of the new surveys while he was 
available in order to demonstrate the entire process to him. Consequently, the new 2019 Chitabe 
survey was selected for this test. It consists of 64 542 images and already had an image-level 
breakdown of large predators for comparison: brown and spotted hyena, cheetah, leopard, lion, 
white rhinoceros, and wild dog. As such, the approach taken was to focus on the tagging of these 
specific categories with pre-existing results, along with a number of general categories: antelope, 
elephant, and humans (and vehicles). Everything else was put into an ‘other’ category that can be 
passed over again and tagged at a greater level of detail at a later stage should it be required. 
Additionally, an ‘unknown’ category was added for challenging images that required expert analysis 
for identification. 
 
Upon Justin’s arrival, the image set was copied over and the images were prepared overnight, which 
included running them though Microsoft’s MegaDetector AI. This process involved the set up of the 
database for the survey, and had the three-fold purpose of identifying empty images (that could be 
ignored), clustering images from each group of cameras into individual sightings (to reduce the 
number of images that needed to be looked at), and heuristically determining an order of images 
for each cluster, where the best images would be shown to operators first. This entire process took 
a total of 4 hours and 23 minutes to complete and reduced the entire survey to just 12 901 clusters. 
The next morning the entire survey was tagged over a period of about 2 hours using an average of 4 
in-house staff members working simultaneously, requiring a timed 7 hours and 43 minutes of actual 
man-hours. Notably, Justin was in the country for less than 24 hours, and we were able complete 
this entire process, and show him the results, before he left. 

1 Results 
The originally intended approach was to simply compare the results obtained from the WildCRU web 
interface to those contained in Justin’s file structure. However, analysis of the images where there 
was disagreement showed that Justin had – quite understandably – made some errors. 
Consequently, this approach had to be altered such that the images where there was agreement 
were assumed to be correctly categorised, whilst all images where there was disagreement, had to 
be manually checked. Further, a number of files in Justin’s file structure contained typographical 
errors which had to be accounted for, culminating in the results presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Comparison of the species-by-species results obtained by the WildCRU web interface and 
Justin Seymore-Smith. 

Species Statistic 

WildCRU Web Justin Seymour-Smith 

Score Percentage Score Percentage 

All Correct 1889/1945 97.12% 1940/1945 99.74% 

Incorrect 56/1945 2.88% 5/1945 0.26% 

Other Animals 31/1945 1.59% 7/1945 0.36% 

Empty Clustered 253/1945 13.01% 0/1945 0.00% 

Brown 

Hyena 

Correct 7/7 100.00% 7/7 100.00% 

Incorrect 0/7 0.00% 0/7 0.00% 

Other Animals 0/7 0.00% 0/7 0.00% 

Empty Clustered 0/7 0.00% 0/7 0.00% 

Cheetah Correct 24/28 85.71% 28/28 100.00% 

Incorrect 4/28 14.29% 0/28 0.00% 

Other Animals 0/28 0.00% 0/28 0.00% 

Empty Clustered 3/28 10.71% 0/28 0.00% 

Leopard Correct 216/217 99.54% 216/217 99.54% 

Incorrect 1/217 0.46% 1/217 0.46% 

Other Animals 0/217 0.00% 1/217 0.46% 

Empty Clustered 9/217 4.15% 0/217 0.00% 

Lion Correct 242/247 97.98% 245/247 99.19% 

Incorrect 5/247 2.02% 2/247 0.81% 

Other Animals 8/247 3.24% 3/247 1.21% 

Empty Clustered 39/247 15.79% 0/247 0.00% 

Spotted 

Hyena 

Correct 1058/1081 97.87% 1080/1081 99.91% 

Incorrect 23/1081 2.13% 1/1081 0.09% 

Other Animals 0/1081 0.00% 3/1081 0.28% 

Empty Clustered 149/1081 13.78% 0/1081 0.00% 

White 

Rhinoceros 

Correct 199/215 92.56% 214/215 99.53% 

Incorrect 16/215 7.44% 1/215 0.47% 

Other Animals 0/215 0.00% 0/215 0.00% 

Empty Clustered 29/215 13.49% 0/215 0.00% 

Wild Dog Correct 143/150 95.33% 150/150 100.00% 

Incorrect 7/150 4.67% 0/150 0.00% 

Other Animals 23/150 15.33% 0/150 0.00% 

Empty Clustered 24/150 16.00% 0/150 0.00% 
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In the above table there are 4 results presented per species (from top to bottom): the number of 
images of the species correctly classified, the number of images of the species incorrectly classified 
(not tagged, tagged as nothing, or as another species), the number of other animals (incorrectly) 
classified as the species, and lastly the number of empty images included in the results for the 
species due to the clustering of images into sightings. The total count of images tagged as a particular 
species can therefore be calculated as the sum of the correct images, the other animals, and the 
empty clustered images for that species. All results are given as a percentage of the total correct 
count of images for that species to contextualise their value. Lastly, it is noted that all the images 
tagged as ‘unknown’ were reclassified according to Justin’s results as it is assumed that such difficult 
images would in general practice be referred to an expert for identification. 
 
It is seen that overall, the in-house tagging using the WildCRU web interface got 1889 images correct 
out of 1945 (97.12%). Further, clustering resulted in the addition of 253 empty images to these 
correct classifications, increasing the size of the image set by 13.01%. In comparison, Justin got 1940 
correct (99.74% accuracy). An in-depth analysis of the results on a species-by-species basis appears 
in the following section, and an analysis of the mechanisms of failure of the interface and associated 
approach appears in the section thereafter. 

2 Detailed Species Analysis 

2.1 Brown Hyena 
The WildCRU web interface results and Justin both agree on the same 7 images for this species in 
the survey, obtaining a 100% success rate. 

2.2 Cheetah 
In comparison, 4 images of cheetah were misclassified out of a total of 28 in the WildCRU interface 
results. It turned out that this was because a lion was following a cheetah so closely (with their 
images being taken in the same minute at the same trap) that their images were clustered together 
into just a single cluster. Unfortunately, a picture of the lion was chosen by the algorithm as the first 
image of the cluster, resulting in all the pictures being categorised as lion. 

2.3 Leopard 
A serval was incorrectly categorised as a leopard by Justin, and two camera trap folder names were 
mis-typed by him, resulting in 16 images being dropped from the original analysis. Further, a leopard 
image was accidentally categorised as a hyena by him. After adjusting the totals accordingly, it was 
found that both parties had found 216 of the 217 leopard images in the survey, where the single 
leopard that was missed by us was due to a MegaDetector failure. This failure is shown in Figure 1, 
where it is seen that the leopard wasn’t detected at all, and consequently was not shown to any 
human operators. This single failure is quite concerning because the image in question is very clear 
and should be easy to detect. Puzzlingly, when the image is run though MegaDetector again – either 
on its own, or in the context of the survey, it is detected with a very high confidence. This issue is 
discussed in more detail in the following section.  
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Figure 1. The leopard image missed by MegaDetector. 

2.4 Lion 
Three images of elephant were categorised as lion, and a single image of a lion was miscategorised 
as a hyena by Justin. In comparison, we missed 2 clusters of lion: a cluster of 2 lion-tail images which 
was marked as nothing by an operator (Figure 2), and a cluster of images of a lion walking in the 
distance of a black and white IR image. The latter was detected by MegaDetector in one of the 
images, but with too low a confidence to be shown to a human operator. Interestingly, the clustering 
of that second sighting located an image that Justin had missed – where the lion is just disappearing 
from view (Figure 3 – look carefully under the tree on the left). Also, we misidentified a cluster of 8 
clear images of elephant as lion due in all likelihood to finger error. As such, we identified 242 lion 
images compared to Justin’s 245 out of a total of 247. 
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Figure 2. Image of a lion tail that was marked as nothing by an operator. 
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Figure 3. Image of a lion that was missed by both parties that was picked up by image clustering. 

2.5 Spotted Hyena 
Here there were far more errors due to the larger number of Hyena images. The main contributor 
of these were MegaDetector failures on images of hyena standing in the distance that are difficult 
to see, even for a human operator. This caused us to miss 13 images. In particular, this occurred for 
black and white IR images, which alone caused 9 of those 13 failures. The second major contributor 
to those errors was the grouping of hyenas into clusters with other animals, where those other 
animals were shown first in the cluster. This only occurred twice, but caused the miss-categorisation 
of a further 7 images. The remaining errors were: operator error on one of the difficult hyena-in-
the-distance IR images (1 image), and MegaDetector failure on two exceedingly difficult images – a 
flash-induced white-out, and some whiskers. However, there were also a few of mistakes in Justin’s 
results. In particular, he marked a leopard, a Bat-Eared Fox, and a lion as hyenas, totalling 3 images. 
He also missed an image of a hyena that we had found (Figure 4). Therefore, we identified 1058 of 
the 1081 hyena images in comparison to Justin’s 1080. 
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Figure 4. Image of a hyena that Justin missed. 

2.6 White Rhinoceros 
As for the white rhinoceroses, we missed 4 images in 3 different clusters where a rhinoceros was 
standing in the distance of an image taken at night (eg. Figure 5 – look behind the tree to the right 
of the camera trap). Half of these were missed by MegaDetector completely whereas the example 
image was actually shown to an operator due to the detection of the opposite camera trap, and was 
still categorised as containing nothing. Similarly, a cluster of 2 images was also missed where the 
rhinoceros is standing behind a number of trees and isn’t very visible. However, the majority of the 
errors for this species were caused by a single cluster of 10 images where a rhinoceros was knocking 
over a camera that was incorrectly categorised as an elephant by an operator (hopefully due to finger 
error). Again, image clustering helped find an image that Justin had missed, where the animal is 
incredibly difficult to see like the lion example shown above. As a consequence of the above, we 
performed relatively poorly with this species – identifying only 199 (92.56%) of the 215 images in 
comparison to Justin’s 214. 
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Figure 5. Image of a white rhino that was missed by us. 

2.7 Wild Dog 
Lastly, only a single cluster of wild dogs was missed by us due to some hyenas chasing the wild dogs, 
and getting clustered in with them. However, it was unfortunately a large cluster containing 7 images 
of wild dog. Further, only three clusters of other animals were marked as wild dog – two single 
images of aardwolf and one very large cluster of elephants, where the latter was a case of finger 
error, and the first was as a consequence of operator inexperience. Unfortunately, this resulted in 
relatively poor figures for this category, despite us identifying 143 of the 150 images. 

3 Mechanisms of Failure 
Overall, it was found that there are 3 main mechanisms of failure: MegaDetector, clustering and 
operator error. MegaDetector (the animal-detecting AI) is used to determine which images contain 
animals, so as to minimise the number of images that must be looked at by the operators. However, 
sometimes it simply fails to detect the animals in images, or it does so with insufficient confidence 
to surpass the system’s threshold. The overwhelming majority of these cases occurs when the animal 
is barely visible in the image, especially when the animal is in the distance at night, and even more 
so when it is a black and white IR image. However, these infrared cameras are not typically used by 
WildCRU and hence are not a real concern at this stage. 
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Further, a rather unexpected issue with MegaDetector has emerged – it failed to detect very obvious 
animals in some images. For example, one of the animals it missed was the leopard in Figure 1. 
However, if you run that same image through MegaDetector by itself, the leopard is detected 
properly, and with a high level of confidence. We have spent some time investigating this effect, but 
it is very hard to reproduce, and seemingly non-deterministic. A number of potential causes were 
investigated: the fact that the processing was split over two computers, and overheating of the 
computers caused by the long runtimes required to process a survey of this magnitude. However, 
running the processing on a single computer ruled out the first possibility, and a stress test ruled out 
the second. Although it was noted in testing that the detections were changing ever so slightly 
between each iteration, where there should be none, especially on the same hardware. This issue 
will be investigated further. 
 
Next, clustering is used to further reduce the number of images looked at by operators by clustering 
images according to their camera trap group and time stamps, so that an operator only has to 
(hopefully) look at a single image from a cluster in order to classify a sighting. However, an 
unexpected issue with this has surfaced: some predator species will follow another in the hopes of 
getting an easy meal. In these instances, the images of all the animals can be clustered together and 
classified according to whichever animal the operator sees first. There are a number of ways of 
dealing with this such as perhaps using species detection AI to help identify such instances. However, 
this issue only occurred on 3 occasions in the entire dataset, causing just 18 images to be incorrectly 
classified which is relatively insignificant compared to the size of the entire survey. A second, but 
expected, issue with clustering is that it can sometimes combine empty images into a cluster, which 
in this instance increased the number of images in the results by 13.01%. Such a small increase is 
worth the large decrease it generates in the number of images viewed by operators. However, ways 
are being investigated to reduce the number of empty images both included into clusters, and looked 
at by operators in general. In particular, an issue with MegaDetector is that it often detects the 
opposite camera trap as an animal due to it appearing out of place, and not what it recognises as a 
typical image background. This can potentially be solved by excluding detections on cameras that 
remain in the exact same position for a sufficiently long period of time. 
 
Lastly, operator error is an unavoidable part of such a process, as evidenced by the mistakes made 
in Justin’s results. However, a number of avoidable errors were made in the test due to the use of 
inexperienced operators – many of whom had trouble identifying some less common (in South 
Africa) species such as aardwolf and brown hyena. This could easily be solved by simply using more 
experienced operators for the tagging of future surveys. 
 
Importantly, this test shows that if you focus on the errors due to the system itself by ignoring 
operator error, a theoretical accuracy of around 98.15% can be achieved, which can be further 
improved to 98.66% if the MegaDetector failures on the black and white images from the IR cameras 
are ignored (which would be the case for most surveys). Also it is important to note that a significant 
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portion of the remaining (incorrect) 1.34% of images are of poor quality and consist of animals in 
the distance at night where their shape is barely even discernible (such as figures 3 and 5), or where 
an animal is so close to the camera that the flash whites out the image, and are of little use anyway. 
Further, the miscategorised images where a predator species is following another, would hopefully 
be picked up when the images are used, or the empty clustered images are sorted out of the set. 

4 Conclusion 
It was seen that – ignoring operator error – the majority of errors in the WildCRUweb interface’s 
results were due to the images being difficult to distinguish – even for a human operator. However, 
there were some failures of MegaDetector that are concerning, and clustering has shown to have 
the unintended consequence of clustering together multiple species in certain circumstances, along 
with the expected effect of clustering empty images into sightings. Ways to prevent and reduce these 
issues are being investigated, although the effect is relatively minor in comparison to the size of the 
dataset. On the other hand, clustering has also demonstrated the unintended benefit of helping to 
identify some of the more difficult images. 
 
Despite the above issues, the test was quite successful overall. It was demonstrated that a 
theoretical accuracy of 98.66% can be achieved when using the correct personnel on a regular 
survey. Moreover, such a result can be achieved in under 8 man-hours. If multiple operators are 
used, the entire process from start to finish can be completed in one 8-hour work day - in contrast 
to the multiple weeks it would typically take using the current manual approach. However, this time 
can be reduced even further by, for instance, making use of paid workers on Mechanical Turk to do 
the initial rough classifications, thereby allowing the operators to only look at a subset of the images 
that they are actually interested in, such as predators. This, and other approaches are being 
investigated, but we do believe that the software is already at a point where it can make significant 
improvements to the work-flow of WildCRU. 
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